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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: For implementing autonomous rehabilitation exercises for upper limb hemiplegic patients, interfaces and a
rehabilitation scenario that allow lateral and bilateral motions in a rehabilitation exercise robot are proposed.
OBJECTIVE: The proposed method measures the motion information generated from the unaffected part and projects it to an
affected part in which the affected part expresses motions of the unaffected part.
METHODS: Both the accelerometer and gyro data were merged for estimating the motion information of the unaffected part.
Also, HDR and complementary filters were applied to improve measurement errors in a data merging process.
RESULTS: For verifying the proposed method, a device, which is similar to a human body joint, was fabricated. Then, the
angular values estimated by using an inertial sensor and the encoder values from the device were compared. In addition, a
camera analysis was used to verify the proposed rehabilitation scenario by applying the rehabilitation interface proposed in this
study to an exo-skeleton robot arm.
CONCLUSION: It is possible to apply the method proposed in this study to the control variables in different upper limb
rehabilitation exercise robots. Thus, it is expected that patient centered active lateral/bilateral rehabilitation exercises can be
performed through this interface method.
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1. Introduction

Functional abnormalities in the human body are represented by different types. It becomes a factor of
inhibiting activities of daily living (ADL) and degrades the lives of human beings [1,2]. These abnormal-
ities are ascertained as disabilities and specific surgeries and rehabilitation exercises are implemented
to recover body functions. The rehabilitation exercise has traditionally been performed by rehabilita-
tion therapists, occupational therapists, and others for activating nerves and muscles in a disordered part
through systematic and consistent repetitive exercises [3–5,9]. However, it is difficult to exactly estimate
the degree of rehabilitation in patients due to the fact that the rehabilitation exercise is performed by
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simple repetitive actions and becomes passive exercises after a given period in addition to lacks of re-
habilitation therapists. In order to solve these problems several robot based rehabilitation devices and
products are investigated and developed and some cases are reported as useful rehabilitation results us-
ing these devices and products [5–9]. Also, studies on rehabilitation therapies using robots have been
conducted in rehabilitation hospitals and therapies as different ways based on clinical effects [5–10].

As rehabilitation exercises using a rehabilitation robot represent different ways according to subjects
and rehabilitation ranges, it is necessary to clearly define the subjects in rehabilitation exercises. In this
study, the subjects are upper limb hemiplegic patients.

The hemiplegic symptom represents rigidities or degradations of muscle power in a part of the human
body and is mainly caused by the damages of muscles and nerves because of accidents [7,11]. The upper
limb hemiplegic patient groups are largely classified into upper and lower limb hemiplegia. As the upper
limb has no close interaction between left and right parts compared to that of the lower limb, it may
cause a termination of exercise capabilities in future if proper rehabilitation exercises for the affected
part is not implemented [12]. Therefore, proper rehabilitation exercises are essential for these patients.

The rehabilitation exercise programs for upper limb hemiplegic patients are FES (Functional Elec-
trical Stimulation), therapeutic exercises, Bobath therapies, and son on [10,13–15]. In these rehabilita-
tion methods, the exercise programs performed by therapists are to be performed for a long period of
time [16]. In reality, however, it is difficult to perform these close exercises due to lacks of rehabilitation
therapists.

The practical problems that represent difficulties in close exercises can be solved using rehabilitation
robots and this method has partly been used. However, the rehabilitation exercise robot and research
operated in these days have been performed based on implementing multi-degree of freedom consider-
ing the intelligent and various motion ranges related to the safety of users compared to the conventional
continuous passive movement (CPM). Also, its implementation can be performed as both the affected
part exercise and the bilateral exercise [3,5,7,17,18]. However, it is difficult to implement autonomous
exercises because these robots are considered as a type that improves the original function of conven-
tional CPM devices. It is due to the fact that the rehabilitation exercise is implemented by a programmed
rehabilitation sequence by attaching a rehabilitation robot (device) to an affected part or both parts or
is performed by contents (games) in some intelligent rehabilitation robots [3,5–7,10]. Although the re-
habilitation robot based on contents represents more interests in rehabilitation exercises than that of the
rehabilitation exercise program based robot, it is difficult to reflect the continuous and active will of pa-
tients to the system because the contents based method becomes a passive exercise because of becoming
familiar with such contents in a long term period of exercises.

Thus, in this study a rehabilitation exercise scenario and exercise interfaces that can maintain sustain-
able rehabilitation exercises while helps of rehabilitation therapists are to be minimized are proposed.

The proposed method is a rehabilitation interface method that uses the unaffected (healthy) arm of
a hemiplegic patient. This method represents an expression of the estimated unaffected joint motion
information of a upper limb hemiplegic patient to the joint of a rehabilitation robot attached to the
affected part. It allows lateral exercises because it wears a rehabilitation exercise robot on the affected
part and is possible to implement bilateral exercises because the affected part expresses motions of the
unaffected part.

The bilateral rehabilitation exercise has been used as a rehabilitation exercise method that improves
the bilateral cooperation of both hands in stroke patients [4,12]. The efficacy of rehabilitation exercises
has been verified through different studies in improving both the range of motion and the exercise per-
formance in the affected part [3,4,11,12,19]. However, the current robot based bilateral rehabilitation
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exercise dose not classify affected or unaffected parts and can be performed by wearing devices or
robots on both arms. Although this method increases the effect of rehabilitation through the cooperation
between unaffected and affected parts, it is not enough to induce interests or motivations of rehabil-
itation patients. For solving this issue a method in which the affected part represents motions of the
unaffected part differing from the conventional rehabilitation method is proposed in this study. As this
method shows visual effects of rehabilitation patients, it can induce interests and motivations during its
rehabilitation process. It is verified that the visual effects improve rehabilitation performance in a mirror
intermediate therapy for hemiplegic patients [20–22].

Therefore, in this study a rehabilitation interface method that maximizes the advantages of precedent
rehabilitation studies is proposed to perform active rehabilitation exercises for upper limb hemiplegic
patients.

For implementing the proposed interface method it is necessary to plan a rehabilitation scenario and to
deduce requirements in rehabilitation motions based on the scenario. Then, a motion information module
is designed based on it. In addition, a method of estimating the motion information of the unaffected part
and a method of inducing control variables for operating a rehabilitation robot are to be proposed.

2. Operation scenario of the proposed active rehabilitation exercise interface

This study proposes a rehabilitation scenario of the lateral and bilateral exercise for autonomous re-
habilitation exercise programs. The proposed scenario was established based on the consultation of the
physical and occupational therapists of the national rehabilitation center (NRC) in Korea.

The rehabilitation exercise program consists of three steps and the forward step is determined by a
rehabilitation therapist through considering the condition and fatigue level of patients. In Steps 2 and 3,
the number of trials is controlled by the rehabilitation therapist based on the composition of motions.

The therapist analyzes the performance time and the muscle activity measured from the affected side
in each step and determines the forward step according to exercise and improvement levels. Patients
complete the scenario through these three steps. The duration for each step is limited by about 30 min-
utes.

The rehabilitation process based on the induced rehabilitation scenario is presented in Fig. 1.

3. Considerations and requirements in the estimation of body motions for rehabilitation exercises

The interface method for the active rehabilitation exercise proposed in this study expresses the mo-
tion information of the unaffected part to the affected part differing from the conventional robot based
method. Figure 2 shows the interface control block diagram of the upper limb rehabilitation robot pro-
posed in this study.

In order to perform the method as shown in Fig. 2, it is necessary to precedently estimate the motion
information of the brachium and forearm of the unaffected part using a motion recognition module. The
estimated motion information will be used as the joint angle control variables of rehabilitation robots in
future.

As represented in Fig. 3, the upper limb rehabilitation motions are divided into rising/falling arms to
front, rising/falling arms to side, and outstretching and rotating arms including the motions of tucking
elbows and rotating wrists [3–7,10,12]. In this study, however, the wrist rotation is not considered.
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Fig. 1. The rehabilitation process based on the induced rehabilitation scenario.
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Table 1
Rehabilitation exercise step

Step Exercise Description
Step 1 Exercises of bilateral repeti-

tive motions
(Repetition 5 ∼ 7 times)

– Exercises of inducing the joint motion of the right arm using the healthy left
arm

– Performing joint motions for different directions compared to the existing
method by clasping hands

Step 2 Exercises of bilateral daily
living motions
(Repetition 3 ∼5 times)

– Including exercises of the same motion and purpose using both hands
– Composing exercises based on a proper environment provided by a therapist

and a rehabilitation purpose of patients
– Composing exercises of bilateral motions for different purposes like arranging

pots, pulling draws, lifting pots, and etc. including daily living motions

Step 3 Exercises of daily living mo-
tions
(Repetition 3 ∼5 times)

– Exercises of daily living motions using a single arm through repeating motions
included in exoskeletons

– Repetitive exercises of the motions recommended by a therapist using a robot,
such as answering phone calls, getting down objects using a single hand, lifting
objects using a single hand, and etc.

Fig. 2. Robot control method of upper extremity rehabilitation.

Fig. 3. Movement range of upper extremity.

For estimating these motions the elements of Roll, Pitch, and Yaw in three axes are to be considered
and sensor modules are also designed through considering the place in which rehabilitation exercises are
performed in a room. Thus, the motion estimation module proposed in this study consists of accelerom-
eters and gyroscope sensors. In the case of commercial IMU modules, it merges terrestrial magnetism
sensors and GPS information. However, in this study these are not included in the module because the
rehabilitation exercises are performed in a room. The accuracy of the angle estimation required in this
study is defined within a range 1◦ and the angle estimation algorithm is defined as an algorithm with
small arithmetics compared to the estimated accuracy based on the same reason of determining the
estimation accuracy.

In the estimation of positions, the Flexion/Extension and Abduction/Adduction motions can be de-
tected using accelerometers and gyroscope sensors alone or in its combination. However, the Internal/
External Rotation motions show limitations in estimating it using an accelerometer based on the rota-
tion of the Yaw axis. Thus, the motions are to be detected using the gyroscope sensor only. However,
it requires a preprocessing process in order to minimize bias values, which are presented by a system
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Fig. 4. The concept of complementary filter. Fig. 5. 2nd complementary filter which applied proportional integtator.

process, a module fabrication process, and temperature, before estimating angles [23].
For implementing the rehabilitation motion that requires elbow motions it is necessary to estimate

the elbow joint angles. The elbow joint is a lower joint of the shoulder joints and is a connection link
between the brachium and the forearm. The estimation of the elbow joint requires a relative estimation
method for the shoulder joint because the center of rotation in the joint is varied according to changes in
the shoulder as the estimation is carried out using an inertial sensor.

4. Method

4.1. Design of an inertial measurement device based motion recognition module

The inertial measurement device proposed in this study consists of a three-axis (3DoF) gyroscope and
a three-axis (3DoF) accelerometer. The accelerometer produces instantaneous acceleration and decel-
eration or acceleration caused by gravity. However, it is not possible to detect instantaneous changes
in such acceleration and deceleration as a time of obtaining data in sensors. It can be implemented
as an analysis of high frequency noise [24]. A gyroscope obtains angle values by integrating angular
velocity. This calculation method may generate cumulative errors because the drift in a gyroscope is
integrated during the calculation of angle values and the errors are considered as an induction of low fre-
quency noise [23,25,26]. Thus, in this section the errors are compensated using a complementary filter
that complements mutual disadvantages in acceleration and a gyroscope. Figure 4 represents a primary
complementary filter [27,28].

The complementary filter shown in Fig. 4 is not recognized by the previously mentioned low and high
frequency pass filters and adds the angle value obtained by acceleration with a weigh value to the angular
velocity of a gyroscope. It is a feedback structure according to time. In a mathematical approach, it is a
combination of low and high frequency pass filters. The mathematical approach is to be considered in
the secondary complementary filter.

In this study a secondary complementary filter with a differentiation-integrator is designed to com-
pensate the basic complementary filter. It is due to the fact that the damping ratio in cutoff frequency is
increased according to increases in the order of frequency pass filters.

The secondary complementary filter applies the differentiation-integrator as an input and is designed
to correct errors in the angular velocity of a gyroscope. Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the com-
plementary filter using the differentiation-integrator.

As shown in Fig. 5, it is a type that estimates the final angle by integrating the compensated angular
velocity in which the output of the differentiation-integrator in the angular velocity measured using a
gyroscope is excluded. Equation (1) shows the secondary complementary filter using the differentiation-
integrator.
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Fig. 6. The concept of HDR filter.

It shows that it is determined by low and high frequency pass filters based on Eq. (2) and is the same
idea as the complementary filter.
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4.2. The method of drift compensation of gyroscope sensor

Although upper limb positions in different upper limb motions can be detected using the previously
mentioned complementary filter, it is difficult to ensure the accuracy in internal and external rotation
motions based on acceleration sensors. Thus, the portion of the gyro sensor data is to be increased in
such internal and external rotation motions. However, the gyro sensor generates integration errors due
to various reasons [23]. For improving these errors, a heuristic drift reduction (HDR) filter is used to
remove bias values for each sampling time in order to reduce the errors during the merging process of
the complementary filter based on the improvement of the errors in the gyro sensor even though the gyro
sensor data is highly covered. Figure 6 represents a different description of the HDR filter [29,30]. In
the HDR filter, the term of ωtrue is the ideal gyroscope data that does not include biases. However, the
gyroscope includes ε0 and εd as it detects its data.

Ii = Ii−1 − SIGN (ωi−1)ic (3)

SIGN(x) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1 for x > 0

0 for x = 0

−1 for x < 0

(4)

The term of ε0 is the early bias value calculated by using the average of specific periods after removing
motions in the gyroscope and the term of εd is the bias value that is finely changed according to passage
of time.

Although the Binary I-Controller is to be sensitively responded to a small error (E), it considers
the symbol of errors only because it should be insensitively responded to a large error (motions of the
gyroscope). Thus, the Binary I-Controller can be expressed as Eq. (3). In Eq. (3), ic is a constant and
the SIGN() function is presented as Eq. (4) in which the term of ε0 can be calculated by the average of
the accumulated data at a condition of fixing the gyroscope. Also, the finely changed bias (εd) can be
removed by the difference from the previous data (t = n− 1).

In the gyroscope data, the changes in remained biases in the bias, which is reduced by the HDR filter,
were stabled using a low-frequency pass filter.
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Fig. 7. Movement information module internal block diagram.

4.3. Interface module for the lateral and bilateral rehabilitation exercise

The interface module for the lateral and bilateral rehabilitation exercise was fabricated after deducing
requirements of the exercise based on the previously proposed rehabilitation process. Three require-
ments were deduced as follows. First, it is possible to estimate the motion information in the unaffected
side. Second, the estimation is to be performed with an error of ± 1◦. Third, the measurement module is
designed as a low-cost and small-size system. For satisfying these requirements, in this study a six-axis
gyro + acceleration sensor was used to estimate the motion information in the unaffected and two differ-
ent algorithms were merged to implement an algorithm that has low errors at a low-cost microprocessor.
The merged algorithm represents a complementary filter that compensates angle estimation errors in the
gyro and acceleration sensors and a heuristic drift reduction (HDR) filter for improving the cumulative
error in the gyro sensor.

The structure of the proposed merged algorithm is presented in Fig. 7. The HDR filter was applied
to minimize a bias value, which becomes a cause of integration errors, using 1 . The complementary
filter, which cancels both the physical noise in the acceleration sensor and the integration error of the
gyroscope, was performed using 2 . The weight value, which is presented at the integration of the output
data of the complementary and HDR filters, was applied according to motional conditions of trainees
using 3 .

4.4. Estimation of the shoulder and elbow joint angles for detecting upper limb positions

Control variables in the upper limb rehabilitation robot using a bilateral interface are represented by
joint state values of the shoulder and elbow joints in the unaffected part. The state of joints means
the angle (degree of rotation) of the rotation axis in a joint. Although the estimation of the degree of
rotation is precisely performed at the center of the rotation axis, in this study it is implemented under
the following assumption because the estimation is not implemented by a specific subject but is an
estimation of rehabilitation motions.

4.4.1. State estimation of the upper limb shoulder joint (shoulder joint) in the unaffected part
The secondary complementary filter and the motion information module with a HDR filter were used

to detect the upper limb positions of the unaffected part in upper limb hemiplegic patients.
Although the installation of the motion information module at the rotation axis of a joint allows an

easy acquisition of data, it shows a difficulty in installing it to the rotation axis precisely. Thus, in this
study the positions of the brachium and forearm flap were configured in order to easily attach, detach,
and move it by trainees. Figure 8 represents the installation point of the inertia measurement device.
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Fig. 8. Ideal attachment position of in-
ertial measurement unit and real attach-
ment position.

Fig. 9. The initial position (right)
and inertial measurement unit detection
method (left).

Fig. 10. Joint Estimation method.

As shown in Fig. 8, as the positions are detected from the brachium and forearm flap instead of the
rotation axis of the joint, the detection is performed at an arc of the rotation motion. The detection
methods in the brachium and forearm flap are presented in Fig. 9.

As presented in the left side in Fig. 9, the upper limb position angle detected from the initial position
in which the shoulder and elbow are spreaded to a gravitation direction was assumed as 0◦. Thus, the
rotation axis (S′

joint) of the joint is parallel to the linear element of the measurement axis (S′
linb) of the

inertia measurement device while both the joint rotation angle and the angle measured at the inertia
measurement device in the initial position are determined as 0◦ based on this assumption. Therefore,
it can be assumed that the rotation angles of (θjoint) and (θlinb) measured at both the forearm flap and
the brachium respectively are the same each other as corresponding angles. Based on this assumption,
it is possible to estimate the Flexion/Extension, Abduction/Adduction, and Internal/External Rotation
motions in the shoulder joint from the motion information module attached on the brachium.

4.4.2. State estimation of the upper limb elbow joint in the unaffected part
Based on the method proposed in Section 4.4.1, it was verified that the angles measured at both the

center of a joint and the arc of its rotation are the same each other determined by using the initial position.
As this method determines the rotation angle of the elbow joint based on the brachium, it is not possible
to accurately measure the rotation angle of the elbow joint using a single motion information module
even though the rotation angles of the shoulder joint are perfectly agree with each other. For correcting
it, a method that estimates accurate elbow joint angles through complementing it with the shoulder joint
angle estimation angle is used as shown in Fig. 10.

The upper limb position angle detected from the motion information module of the brachium is Sangle

and is the same as the rotation angle of the shoulder joint. However, as the upper limb position angle
detected from the motion information module of the forearm flap, Kangle includes the rotation angle
(Sangle) of the shoulder joint, the estimation of the elbow joint rotation angle (Eangle) is performed by
removing the shoulder joint rotation angle. The estimation of the elbow joint rotation angle is presented
as Eq. (5).

Eangle = Kangle − Sangle (5)
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Table 2
The specifications of movement information module

Specification
MCU STM32F405RGT
IMU MPU6050 (6DoF)
Communication bluetooth (2.4 GHz)
Battery 3.7 V LiPo 130 mAh

Fig. 11. Movement information module.

5. Results and discussion

In this study an interface method that allows bilateral exercises is proposed to implement active reha-
bilitation exercises in upper limb hemiplegic patients.

For verifying the proposed method, the reliability of the motion information module was verified
through an experiment that examines the performance of both the HDR and the complementary filters.
Then, an encoder based device that is similar to the upper limb of human beings was fabricated to verify
the joint angle estimation method based on the correlation analysis between the shoulder joint and the
elbow joint. Figure 11 shows the motion information module used in the verification experiment and
Table 2 represents its specification.

5.1. Experiment and results of the motion information module

The experimental environment and method of verifying the performance of the HDR filter are pre-
sented in Fig. 12. The experimental environment, as shown in Fig. 12, was configured and the pendulum
motions were generated in order to compare and analyze the degree of generating integration errors
before and after applying the HDR filter. Figure 13 represents the results of this experiment.

The data before applying the HDR filter, as presented in Fig. 13, showed divergences in data compared
to the reference value after a given period due to integration errors and the errors were largely reduced as
a agreement ratio of 96.52% after applying the HDR filter compared to that of the encoder. The sensor
drift after applying the HDR filter was about 0.034◦ per hour and was a reasonable error for estimating
motion information as the rehabilitation exercise duration is about 30 minutes.

The experimental environment of verifying the complementary filter was the same as the experiment
of the HDR filter. In the verification, the performance of the filter was examined by comparing the angles
between the complementary filter and the encoder.

As shown in Fig. 14 the average error angle between the complementary filter and the encoder was
0.041◦ in the results of the complementary filter.

In addition, it was verified that the error correction between the HDR and the complementary fil-
ters was performed based on these two experiments. Thus, the performance of the motion information
module was also verified.

5.2. Experiment of the correlation analysis between the shoulder and the elbow joints

The proposed method is to be verified by determining the accuracy of the joint angle estimation
method based on the correlation analysis between the shoulder and the elbow joints. The experimen-
tal environment was configured by designing an encoder based device that is similar to the upper limb
of human beings as shown in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 12. HDR filter performance ver-
ification test results. Fig. 13. HDR filter performance verification test results.

Fig. 14. Complementary filter performance verification test results.

Encoder angles were used as the data for the practically moved shoulder and elbow joints. Then,
the verification was implemented by the comparison between the joint angles estimated in the motion
information module and the practical joint rotation angles. In the results of the experiment shown in
Fig. 16, the angles detected from the motion information module of the brachium and the estimation
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Fig. 15. A similar mechanism design with the human upper
extremity.

Fig. 16. Single shoulder movement test.

Fig. 17. Comparing the shoulder movement estimation values.

graph of the shoulder joint angles, which are induced from Encoder 1, are presented in Fig. 17.
As represented in Fig. 17, it was verified that the shoulder joint angles were homogeneously measured

due to the agreement between the reference point of Encoder 1 and the gravity reference of the motion
information module (IMU1).

In Fig. 18, however, there are no changes in the rotation angles in the motion information module
even though the elbow joint rotation angles are varied because the reference point of Encoder 2 is not
the same as the gravity reference of the motion information module (IMU2).

In Figs 17 and 18, the angles measured at the upper limb motion information modules (IMU1) and the
forearm flap motion information module (IMU2) are and respectively. Thus, the results of applying the
joint angle estimation method using Eq. (5) are presented in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 18. Comparing the elbow movement estimation values.

Fig. 19. Comparing estimation values after applying the joint estimation method.

It was verified that the angle measured in the motion information module of the forearm flap includes
the shoulder joint rotation angle based on the analysis of the correlation between the shoulder and the
elbow joints. Therefore, the average error angle determined by the comparison between the angles ob-
tained by using Eq. (4) and the practical elbow joint angles was 0.299◦. Thus, it was verified that the
elbow joint angle can be estimated using the joint angle estimation method.

The shoulder and elbow joint angles estimated by using the proposed method can be used as control
variables in a upper limb rehabilitation robot. Because the robot based on these variables is able to
express the motion of the unaffected part in upper limb hemiplegic patients to the affected part, it can
implement bilateral exercises.

5.3. Verification of the rehabilitation scenario

As shown in Figs 20–22, an exoskeleton robot was used to verify the rehabilitation scenario proposed
in this study.
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Fig. 20. The motions of first step of the proposed scenario.

Fig. 21. The motions of second step of the proposed scenario.

Fig. 22. The motions of third step of the proposed scenario.

Figure 20 represents the first step of the proposed scenario in which the affected part expresses the
motion of the unaffected part. It is similar to the lateral rehabilitation exercise. The difference between
this scenario and the conventional CPM device is autonomous exercises based on the willingness of
patients instead of applying formal exercises.

Figure 21 shows the second step of the scenario that includes various muscle and nerve aware exercises
through bilateral exercises. The reason that a single rehabilitation robot can implement both lateral and
bilateral exercises is based on the expression method proposed in this study in which the affected part
expresses the motion of the unaffected part.

Figure 22 shows combination motions of one and both hands usually happened in daily life. The
reason that requires this exercise is to prepare different situations in daily life because there are lots of
unexpected situations in our daily life. Thus, it is an exercise for adopting different environments.
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6. Conclusion

In this study an interface method and a rehabilitation scenario that implement lateral and bilateral
exercises in a upper limb rehabilitation robot were proposed to support active rehabilitation exercises of
upper limb hemiplegic patients. The proposed method is an interface method that expresses the estimated
position of the unaffected part of patients to a rehabilitation exercise robot attached to the affected
part and is different from the conventional robot and device based exercise methods. Also, it allows
autonomous exercises of patients. For achieving it, an inertia measurement device was developed and
used. Also, the accuracy of the estimation was ensured through applying complementary and HDR
filters in order to easily estimate upper limb motions. In addition, a method that uses individual modules
attached at both the brachium and the forearm flap in the unaffected part for applying it to an elbow joint
angle detection method and to control variables of a upper limb rehabilitation robot was proposed.

For verifying the proposed method, experiments that verify the motion information module and ana-
lyze the correlation between the shoulder and the elbow joints were configured.

The experiments to examine the motion information module were configured by the verifications
of HDR and complementary filters and the results were determined by reductions in the integration
errors of the gyroscope based on the comparison between before and after applying the HDR filter.
The experiment of the complementary filter was implemented by comparing the results with the angles
detected from the encoder and the average error angle was confirmed by 0.041◦.

In the experiment of analyzing the correlation between the shoulder and the elbow joints, an encoder
based device that is similar to the upper limb of human beings was designed in which the angles mea-
sured at the encoder were assumed as practical joint rotation angles in this experiment. In the results, in
the case of the angles measured by using the motion information module (IMU1) in the brachium, the
rotation angles of the shoulder joint showed the same values because the reference point of the encoder
was the same as both the reference axis and the gravity reference axis. In the case of the motion informa-
tion module (IMU2) in the forearm flap, however, the rotation angles were different from the practical
elbow joint rotation angles because the reference axis of IMU2 was not agreed with the reference point
of the encoder. It is due to the fact that the rotation angles of the shoulder joint are simultaneously de-
tected. In the results of applying the proposed elbow joint estimation method, the average error angle
was determined by 0.299◦ compared to that of the practical elbow joint rotation angle.

In addition, motions of rehabilitation exercises for each rehabilitation process were implemented to
verify the rehabilitation scenario proposed in this study. Also, a camera analysis method was used to
verify such motions and the results were compared and verified according to the scenario. In the results
of the comparison, the scenario was well accomplished.

It is possible to apply the method proposed in this study to the control variables in different upper limb
rehabilitation exercise robots. Thus, it is expected that patients centered active lateral/bilateral rehabili-
tation exercises can be performed through this interface method.

The proposals in this study include the estimation of the partly limited elbow and shoulder joint
angles and require additional researches including the control of robot joint angles and the agreement
between the estimated and practical robot operation angles in order to perform patients centered active
rehabilitation exercises.
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